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Some abbreviations used below:
cases and case patterns: A = accusative, D = dative, G = genitive, N = nominative, AA = accusative-accusative, NA = nominative-accusative, NDA = nominative-dative-accusative, etc.
AcI = accusative with infinitive, BT = binding theory, ECM = exceptional case marking, EPP = extended projection principle, GB = Government Binding framework, IO = indirect object, ISC = Insular Scandinavian, LDR = long-distance reflexive, MSC = Mainland Scandinavian, NCI = nominative with infinitive, OI = Old Icelandic, SF = Stylistic Fronting
A/A’-distinction (argument/non-argument) 50
ablaut 8
absolute reading of -s-verbs 307
accessibility hierarchy in Stylistic Fronting 372, 379, 380
accusative (see also accusative with infinitive, case, case marking, case patterns, grammatical relations, thematic roles) AA pattern 172
A/D alternation 226
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adverbial 179, 209
definition of (in GB) 250
dependent on nominative 186, 196
indirect objects 221
language 182
as location 209
objects, thematic roles of 209, 213, 214, 215, 227
objects and Object Shift 65
objects and secondary predicates 211
as path 209
with prepositions 178
preservation of 189, 296, 298, 299
as structural (default) object case 182, 226
subjects 159, 166, 222
subjects, thematic roles of 191, 203, 205, 223
accusative with infinitive (AcI, see also exceptional case marking) 9, 67, 149, 414, 436, 437, 452, 481, 482
and adverbial modification 439
and agreement 437, 438
AN case pattern rare 188
as exceptional case marking 454
and the infinitival marker 453
and Object Shift 455
and passive 437
position of the accusative NP 454, 456
as a raising construction 454
as a small clause 458
thematic role of the accusative NP 454
and verb movement 439
accusativus cum infinitivo, see accusative with infinitive
AcI, see accusative with infinitive acquisition
and idiosyncratic case 215
and lexical case acquisition 189
of pragmatic rules governing coreference 498
and predictable case 215
of pronouns and reflexives 498, 500
activity verbs 14
actor (see also macrorole, Role and Reference Grammar, undergoer) 168, 199
adjectives
attributive 2
attributive and definite nouns 115
attributive head-joined 106
definite (weak) form of 3, 104
following noun 88
modification of 107

non-restrictive reading of 3

order of 88

phrase (AP) 100, 108

predicate assigning a thematic role 108

predicate taking a PP complement 109

predicate taking a NP complement 109, 180

predicative 2

restrictive reading of 3

adjunct

agreement 124

clause 394

adjunction 80

nature of 24

of floating quantifiers 125

adverbs

adjunction to TP 40, 52
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and adverbial projection 80

Cinque-type account of 313

conjunctive 38

degree 106

evaluative 38

evidential 38
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as heads or maximal projections 370

as landmarks 52, 87
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modal 38
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position of 57, 62

right adjunction of 25, 37

scope of 38, 126
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specifier analysis of 85, 87

speech act 38
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temporal 38

time 24, 38, 39

verb-third (V3) 38, 39, 343

adverbial

accusative 178

clause 394

clauses as extraction islands 350

dative 179

adj-infinitives

clausal properties of 432

NP-like distribution of 432

in PPs 431

agent 199

definition of 200
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agenthood

tests for 201

agentive phrase

and agentive subject verbs 257

in expletive passive 272, 273, 308

and impersonal passives 308

and inanimate manufacturers 252

restricted 257

and -st-verbs 301

agentive verbs

and passive 151
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and middle verbs 284

agreement (see also morphological agreement)

and AcI 437

of adjunct 124

and ambiguous verb forms 237

blocking of 238

dependent on nominative 167, 201

in control infinitives 419, 420

with coordinated subjects 232

with empty subjects 393

in expletive constructions 245

with expletive elements 247
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of finite verbs 8

and functional structure 47, 246
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<td>Ambiguity</td>
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<td>Animacy</td>
<td>role of 99 anonymous agent in passive 289 answers 478 arbitrary infinitival subject 418 argumental pronouns 496 reflexives 495 það 367</td>
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| Arguments (see also case, thematic roles) licensing of 194 positions (A-positions) 24, 49 articles (see also definiteness, double definiteness, determiner phrase, extended NP) acquisition of 109 complementary distribution of 3, 105, 111, 249 definite 2 and demonstratives 112, 113 and expletives 326 free-standing 3, 4, 88, 89, 105, 109, 113, 115, 116 inflection of 2 placement of 105 and possessive constructions 90 and proper names 90 proprietal 91 restrictive reading of 89 suffixation 110 suffixed 105, 326 aspect phrase (AspP) 48, 85, 86 aspectual adverbs 85, 86 aspectual infinitives and adverbial modification 430 and verb movement 430 aspectual verbs 293, 428 and aspectual infinitives 412 and control verbs 429 and epistemic modals 429 and expletive passive 429 associate of the expletive (see also expletive constructions, definiteness, logical subject, subject positions) bare/simple indefinite 318, 322, 323 definiteness restriction 54, 273 existentially quantified 318 and foregrounding 319, 333 generic 318 heaviness 317 modified indefinite 318 and the New Passive 275 partitive 318, 322 plain definite 318, 319, 323 positions of 26, 50, 193, 271, 313, 315, 316, 317, 321, 322, 323, 332, 337 quantified 320 replacement at LF 333 and sentence adverbs 322 strongly quantified 323, 338 types of 317 with unergatives 339 universally quantified 318, 320, 322 weakly quantified 323 auxiliary verbs 10 finite 31 and full-fledged VPs 18 and intervening material 31 perfective 10 position of 23 taking VP complements 31 taking V’ complements 57 bare indefinite NP 322 bare infinitival complements 422 Bars-Łasnik asymmetries 128 benefactive (see also thematic roles, case) 176 as an indirect object 218 definition of 200 in Faroese 230
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<tr>
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<td>219</td>
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<tr>
<td>NAD</td>
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<td>NAG</td>
<td>176, 220, 229</td>
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<tr>
<td>NDA</td>
<td>173, 228, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDD common</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDG</td>
<td>173, 290, 298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patterns</td>
<td>167, 173, 188, 210, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case phrase (KP)</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case preservation</td>
<td>184, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and middles</td>
<td>289, 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and passives</td>
<td>185, 193, 249, 302, 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and unaccusatives</td>
<td>189, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order of elements in</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causative construction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order of elements in</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cause</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definition of</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-command</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chain condition on coindexation</td>
<td>495, 496, 497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change see linguistic change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>change-of-state verbs and nominative subjects</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>domain extension</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
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<td>of an EPP feature by an empty operator</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
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<td>333</td>
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checking (cont.)
of an EPP feature in Scandinavian 340
in a head position 331
in a specifier position 331
clausal properties of að-infinitives 432
clausal subjects 330, 366
and positional restrictions 365
clause-bounded, see pronouns and binding,
reflexives, reciprocals, reflexives
clauses, distribution and heaviness 403
clefts 359, 360
critic-like element 6
cohortative construction 7
coindexation and chain condition 495, 496, 497
comma-intonation 358
common gender 244
comparative dative 180
competing grammars 63
complement clauses 394
conjoined 29
NP-like distribution of 402
complement position 18
complementary distribution
of expletives and Stylistic Fronting 330
of pronouns and reflexives 461, 463, 484, 492, 496, 497
complementizer
deletion 44, 351, 409, 410, 443, 444, 445, 446, 447
as head of CP 19
phrase (CP) 18
position empty 43
Complex NP Constraint 350
conjunction position (of Diderichsen’s schema) 20
conjunctions
containing the complementizer að 432
containing infinitival að 432
conjunctivus realis 471
conjunctivus potentialis 405
consecutio temporum 395 (see also sequence of tenses)
consecutive clause 406
constituent negation 324
constituent splitting in Topicalization 348
contradiction and presupposition 397
Contrastive Dislocation 358, 359
contrastive focus 389, 390
contrastive fronting 343
contrastive stress 358
control infinitives 411, 419
and agreement 419, 420
and Object Shift 421
after prepositions 411
verb movement 421
control verbs
and animate subjects 424
and impersonal passive 429
prepositional 411
conversation 503
coordinate structures 502
CP-recursion 42, 45
generalized 46, 50
problems with 45
in Icelandic control infinitives 452
dative (see also case, case marking, case patterns, grammatical relations, thematic roles)
in the Acl 414
adverbial 179
alternating with instrumental PP 222
alternation 174
comparative 180
complements of adjectives 180
D/A alternation 226
DA case pattern in Faroese 187
DN case pattern in Faroese 187
instrumental 175, 178, 179
IOs 175
IO goal 220
object experiencer 211, 213, 227
object goal 178, 215, 227
object recipient 178, 227
object theme 211, 213, 227
object thematic role overview 212
objects and Object Shift 65
objects of recent borrowings 171
of success 204
possessive 178
with prepositions 178
preserved on IO goals in Faroese 230
preserved in passive 134
Shift 174, 231
Sickness 224
subjects 55, 159, 160, 166
subjects more common than accusative 160
subjects as experiencers 204, 440
subjects as goals 153, 205
subjects as patients 205
subjects of -st-verbs 292
subjects as themes 205
Dative Substitution 188, 224
deep case 198
default
case marking 171
order inside the NP 88
pronominal form 169
two default orders possible 162
word order (SVO) 21
definite (see also articles, definiteness, double definiteness)
definite nouns, properties of 111
false definites 321, 326
real (anaphoric) definite 321, 324
definiteness (see also articles, definite)
effect 54, 319
formal 325
and passive in double object constructions 304
and Particle Shift 143
restriction 321
restriction violated in the New Passive 274, 275, 276
role of 99
rule 110, 111
degree phrase (DegP) 122
degree inflection and blocking 111
doctic reference of pronouns 465
demonstrative pronouns and indefinite nouns 114
him 89
determiner phrase (DP, see also extended NP) 100
developmental delay in the acquisition of pronouns 500
diary style 477
direct object (see also case, grammatical relations, indirect object, object, thematic roles)
as antecedent 128
as complement 130
dative as experiencer 211, 213
dative as goal 211
dative as theme 211
direct thematic relationship with verb 155, 184
in idioms with verb 155
thematic roles of 222
direct question, informal 7
directional sense 231
discourse (see also focus, new information, old information, topic)
conditioning of ellipsis 478
discourse-old 144
effects of fronting 343
function and Stylistic Fronting vs. Topicalization 369
function of Left Dislocation and clefts 392
particles 39, 40
phenomena and Particle Shift 143
topic and foregrounding 314
dominio effect (see also subjunctive) in mood selection 399
of subjunctives 468, 472
double case approach 195, 236
double definiteness 3, 114
double object constructions (see also case patterns, direct object, indirect object, passive, VP-shell)
Barss-László asymmetries in 128
and binary/ternary branching 127, 128
binding relations in 128
and case patterns 216
hierarchical relationship of the objects 130
most common case pattern 98
and Object Shift 138
omission of first object 136
and passive 134
subject always nominative 216
two dative objects 132
two objects as sisters 131
doubling of prepositions 345
ECM, see exceptional case marking
economy (see also minimality effects, Minimal Link Condition, Shortest Move)
and complex vs. simple reflexives 498
effector 199, 201
definition of 200
inanimate effector and passive 250
ellipsis (see also null objects, null subjects, null topic) 476, 477
embedded questions
word order in 44, 46
emotive factive verbs 399
emphatic use of reflexives 491
Empty Category Principle (ECP) 446
empty element expletive 475
non-expletive 475
subjects and agreement 393
wh-operator 328
empty positions in Diderichsen's schema 20
epistemic (see also root sense of modal verbs, modal verbs) modals 421, 425, 426 verbs 397 epithetic NP and Particle Shift 144 EPP (see also checking, Extended Projection Principle) feature 194 and particle constructions 145 ergative (see also unaccusatives, unergative) definition of 230 languages 182 verbs 47 eventive verbs 15 exceptional case marking (ECM) (see also accusative with infinitive) 149, 437, 454 construction 169, 182 infinitive 67, 414 exclamations 478 existential (see also associate of the expletive, expletive) construction 310 expletive 310 reading incompatible with Object Shift 79 experiencer (see also case, grammatical relations, indirect object, object, subject, thematic roles) 168, 199 as accusative object 209, 213, 214 as accusative subject 203, 223 argument with infinitival complements 440 as dative object 211, 213, 227 as dative subject 204 definition of 243 as nominative subject 202 subjects with double object verbs 216 subject verbs 255, 256 subject verbs and passive 253, 254, 255, 256 expletive constructions (see also associate of the expletive, definiteness, expletive elements, Indefiniteness Requirement, logical subject, subject positions, transitive expletive) active intransitive 271 constructions 309, 339 definiteness of object 148 existential 310 extraposition 311, 335 impersonal middle 310 impersonal modal 311 impersonal passive 310, 334 impersonal present participle 311 with indefinite subject 147 intransitive verbs 334 passive 271, 308, 310, 334, 429, 430 passive and agentive phrase 273, 308 transitive 20, 23, 52, 310, 336 transitive in Faroese 334, 335, 336 unaccusative 334, 336 unergative 310, 339 weather expressions 311, 335 expletive elements (see also expletive constructions, ‘there’-expletive, true expletives, ‘it’-expletive) after a finite verb in Faroese 335 alternating with Stylistic Fronting 352, 354 associate replacement at LF 333 cannot follow the finite verb 327 content of 333 different from SF 332 in embedded clauses 328 in embedded questions 46, 329, 354 empty alternating with overt 475 in extraposition constructions 355 as a feature checking element 331, 340 feature content of 376 and focusing 332 and gaps in relative clauses 353, 354, 375 object 309 position of 25, 340 pronominal origin 331 real 355 role of 337 as a quasi-argument 355, 365 similar role as SF 331 in Spec AgrSP 48 in SpecCP 327, 328, 337 in SpecIP 26, 50, 328, 340 and stress 332 and subject gaps created by extraction 353, 354 not a subject in Icelandic 337 subject in MSc 337 extended NP (see also adjectives, articles, determiner phrase, possessives, quantifiers) 100 agreement within 107, 122, 328 case marking within 103 free-standing article and numeral 106 in Icelandic and Swedish 114 lowering analysis 105, 106 lowering inside the extended NP 105, 106 movement of noun in 118
N-to-D analysis of 107, 109, 117
noun the main word 102
numeral at the end 102
ordering restrictions in 101
phrasal movement within 118
rightward movement analysis 106
scopal relations in 102
Extended Projection Principle (EPP) 450
extra element in complementizer position
in Icelandic 449
in wh-clauses 448, 449
extraction
and expletive vs. topcized element 329
extraposition (see also expletive
constructions) 335, 362, 363, 365, 366, 403, 481
and ambiguous það 311
extraposed clauses as islands 366
extraposed infinitives 416
‘it’ 330
out of NP 362, 366
of PPs containing clauses 403
factive verbs (see also presupposition) 397
vs. point of view 489
and reflexives 489
and subjunctive complements 399
true 399
false definites 321, 326
fate accusatives 191, 296
feature checking 194
in Icelandic and MSc 315
feature percolation 123
final clause 406
finite verb
initial position in direct questions 28
position in I 19
floating quantifiers 124
as adjuncts 125
base generation of 125
left behind 125
and scope 126
following sentence adverbs 125
in SpecVP 125
focus
anaphor 491
contrastive 389, 390
feature checked by a fronted maximal
projection 388
feature checked by a subject 388
focus NP 319
focus and Particle Shift 143
FocusP as the site of a focus feature
388, 389
Focus projection in Hungarian 391
focused element 314, 360
focusing effect of fronting 388, 390
and indefinite objects 32
verum focus 390
foregrounding 343
and expletive 333
and indefinite expletive associates 319
formal definiteness 325
formally indefinite specific NPs 388, 392
free (see also binding, bound, unbound) 493
definition of 483
in a local domain 484
free-standing article (see also article, extended
NP, determiner phrase) 88
and nouns 115
preceding numeral 106
and prenominal possessive 117
‘frighten’-verbs
do not passivize 252
front field (of Diderichsen’s schema) 20
front position (of Diderichsen’s schema) 20
fronting (see also preposing, Stylistic Fronting,
Topicalization, verb movement) 314
across a head 383
of adverbial phrase 342
and case loss 346
of a degree adverb 347
discourse effects of 343
and discourse role 384
of exclamatory adverbs 348
of the finite verb in narrative style 349
of a head as Stylistic Fronting 390, 391
out of infinitival complements 374, 435
of a maximal projection to check a focus
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of a maximal projection as Topicalization
390, 391
of negation 343
of non-finite forms of main verbs 344
of a participle 330
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of predicate adjectives 344
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of secondary predicates 344
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functional structure
projections and agreement 236
relation to morphology 49
fundament (of Diderichsen’s schema) 20
fused IP (see also split IP) 61
future
future reading of the present tense 15
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  as objects 402
  in PPs 402
  as subjects 402
hva-for-extraction 130
idiosyncratic case (see also case, case marking,
  inherent case, quirky case, structural case,
  thematic roles) 181
  and acquisition 215
  and linguistic change 215, 224, 225
imperative 6, 28, 476
  bare 6
  in embedded clauses in Old Icelandic 29
hybrid forms of 7
as a main clause phenomenon 29
with a non-reduced pronoun 6
with a reduced pronoun 6
impersonal middle 310
impersonal modal 311
impersonal passive 154, 264, 307, 310, 330
and agentive af-phrase 270
and agentivity 266, 267, 268
and aspektual verbs 429
impersonal -s-passive 307
interpreted as having a human agent 307
and involuntary acts 268
and non-agents 266, 267
and oblique-subject verbs 267
and prepositional verbs 269
and -st-verbs 269
and true middles 267, 269
and unaccusative verbs 267, 268
and volition 268
and weather verbs 267
impersonal present participle 311
inalienable possession 94, 95
inchoative verbs 294
inchoative reading of -st-verbs 283, 287
involving change of state 293
indefinite pronouns 75
indefinite subject postposing (see also
associate of the expletive, subject positions): 361, 363
Indefiniteness Requirement (see also associate
of the expletive, definiteness effect,
expletive constructions, subject positions)
319, 321, 325, 327
apparent exceptions to 325
real exceptions to 325
independent infinitive 410, 416, 418
independent reference 501
independent tense 494
indicative (see also subjunctive) 8, 394
in adjunct clauses 404
in complements of (semi-)factive verbs 397
and conditional clauses 405
as the default mood 395
dialect and reflexives 466
selected by consecutive complementizers 406
to state fact 397
vs. subjunctive in complements 397
indirect object (see also case, direct object,
double objects, grammatical relations,
object, thematic roles)
as antecedent for direct object 128
as benefactive 218
definition of 174, 175, 216
as goal 218, 220
and passive 152, 304
preceding the direct one 98
as recipient 218
relationship between case and thematic
role 222
as source 220
as a specifier 130
structurally superior to direct object 128
as target of the action 220
thematic roles of 218
indirect speech context 398
individual level predicates (ILPs)
and expletive constructions 319
and generic interpretation 318
infinitival (see also infinitival complements,
ininitival marker, infinitival subject,
ininitival)
constructions without a visible
subject 410
relatives 412, 430
infinitival complements (see also AcI, control,
ininitival, infinitival marker, infinitive, Ncl)
of adjectives 412, 430
of attributive verbs 412, 428
of causative verbs 414, 436, 453
of epistemic modals 421
of epistemic verbs 414, 436
of modal verbs 411, 421, 422
of modal verbs and adverbial
modification 427
of modal verbs and Object Shift
426, 427
of modal verbs and verb movement
426, 427
of raising verbs 415
of root modals 421
of sensory verbs 414, 415, 436, 453
infinitival marker (see also infinitival
complements, infinitive) 374
in C in Icelandic control infinitives 451
status of 450, 451
in the subject raising construction 457
infinitival subject (see also infinitival,
ininitival)
arbitrary 418
and case 416
infinitival subject (cont.)
and licensing 452
overt 414
PRO 149, 416
PRO and lack of case 450
PRO theorem 483
infinitive (see also AcI, control infinitives, control verbs, infinitival, infinitival complements, infinitival marker, modal verbs, NcI) 9
clausal properties of 415, 417
independent 410, 416
independent and Object Shift 417
independent and verb movement 417
and the infinitival marker 413
with an overt subject 414
and verb movement 451
inflection phrase (IP, see also split IP, unsplit IP) 18
inherent case (see also case, case marking, idiosyncratic case, structural case, quirky case, thematic roles) 181
inherently reflexive verbs 464, 498
inner monologue and subjunctive 399
instrument (see also case, grammatical relations, thematic roles) 206
dative 175, 178, 179
definition of 54
instrumental PP alternating with dative 222
interrogative clause word order (see also hv-clauses) 62
intonation break 358
intransitive verbs (see also unaccusative verbs, unergative verbs)
intransitive duratives 293
intransitive predicates with a patient argument 293
intransitive use of impersonal transitive verbs 189
intransitive verbs of existing and happening 293
motion verbs 207
inversion of objects (see also double object constructions, indirect object, passive) 65, 98, 131, 132, 241
as A-movement 133
and binding 133
and Object Shift 138
restricted to certain verbs 100, 241
role of animacy 99
role of definiteness 99
role of heaviness 99
role of pronominalization 99
and two kinds of passive 136
irrealis (see also conjunctivus irrealis, subjunctive)
reading of the subjunctive 396
and the sequence of tenses 396
irregular transitivity 199
island constraints 350
‘it’-cleft 392
‘it’-expletive 309, 365, 480
‘it’-relative 360, 392
kinship terms (see also relational terms) 121
and the article 90
and the pronomial article 91
late subject 234
LDR, see long-distance reflexives
left adjunction of adverbs to VP 18
Left Branch Condition 108, 409
Left Dislocation (see also focus, fronting, topic) 357, 392
and intonation break 358
and pronominal copy 358
and pronominal epithets 358
as reintroduction of a discourse topic 357
lexical case (see also case, case marking, idiosyncratic case, inherent case, quirky case, structural case, thematic roles) 181
and acquisition 189
assigned by main verb 55, 57
assigned first 184
determined in the lexicon 184
independent of grammatical role 182, 184
and linguistic change 189
and Object Shift 66
lexicalist position 49
lexically ambiguous transitive verbs 495
light verb 57
linguistic change
and idiosyncratic case 215, 224, 225
and lexical case 189
and predictable case 215
location (see also case, thematic roles)
argument 221
as accusative NP 209
definition of 200
locative 199
logophoric pronouns 488
long-distance reflexives (LDRs, see also
binding, logophoric pronouns, point of
view, pronouns and binding, reciprocals,
reflexives) 465, 466
and antecedents in a different sentence 471
and binding domain 493
and discourse antecedents 494
in Faroese 487, 488
and inanimate antecedents 471
in indicative clauses in OI 467
and intervening subjects 469
and local reflexives 494
long distance complex reflexive in
Norwegian 490
medium reflexives 494
in the nominative 466
and non-c-commanding antecedents 494
and non-complement clauses 468, 469, 488
not “obligatory” 467
and object antecedents 487
and passive 489
and point of view 488, 489
and possessive NP antecedents 470
and semantics 467, 469
sporadic in MSc 490
and subjunctive 468, 494
unbound 472, 491, 493
lowering inside the extended NP 105, 106
macrorole (see also actor, Role and Reference
Grammar, undergoer) 168, 199
main clause
initial subject 314
main clause/subordinate clause asymmetry
41, 58
main verb
position of the finite 27
position of the non-finite 23, 27
malefactive 219
manner of speaking verbs 294
masculine (see also gender)
less marked than feminine 418
measure phrase 107, 178, 179
medium-distance reflexives (MDRs, see also
reflexives, long-distance reflexives) 493, 494
and long distance reflexives 494
middle (see also case, case preservation, middle
verbs, passive, -s-passive, -st-verbs,
theematic roles)
as an inflectional category 284
formation and elimination of external
theematic role 289
middle field (of Diderichsen’s schema) 20
middle verbs (see also case, case preservation,
passive, -s-passive, -st-verbs, thematic
roles) 7, 283
and case preservation 289, 290
and nominative objects 290
and reflexive reading 283
typical semantics of 283
Minimal Link Condition (MLC, see also
minimality effects, Shortest Move) 332, 373
Insensitive to constituent type 385
minimality effects (minimality condition) 332
on movement 73
Object Shift in double object constructions 138
in passive of double object constructions 136
misanalysis in acquisition 276
modal (see also epistemic, modal verbs, root
sense of modal verbs)
complements and adverbial
modification 427
complements and Object Shift 426, 427
complements and verb movement 426, 427
constructions 458
geta and perfective hafa ‘have’ 422
infinitives 411, 421
munu 10, 15, 16
reading 15
particles 39, 343
skulu ‘shall’ in the complement of true-
factive verbs 399
modal verbs (see also infinitival complements,
infinitives, modal) 422
and að-infinitives 422
and bare infinitival complements 422
epistemic reading forced 423
episemic reading and case transparency 426
episemic reading and idiom chunks 425
modal verbs (cont.)
epistemic reading and thematic subject role 425
epistemic senses 423
and no expletive passive 430
and participial (supine) complements 422
probability reading 16
report reading 16
root modals and thematic subject role 425
semantic classes of 423
root senses 423
and weather verbs 423

MoodleP 48
morphological agreement (see also agreement) and AgrSP 48
morphological evidence and syntactic variation 247
for case 195
morphology relation to functional structure 49
motherese 94

motion (see also case, thematic roles)
ballistic and dative themes 213
with causer and accusative themes 213
verbs and case marking of subjects 207

movement (see also phrasing, Stylistic Fronting, Topicalization, verb movement)
and feature checking 197, 391
of maximal projections and heads 373
and person features 197
as satisfaction of discourse principles 391
and scope features 197
of VP-constituents 385

MSc word order in Icelandic embedded clauses 62
best with light subjects 62
incompatible with indefinite subjects 62
restricted to certain types of embedded clauses 62
multiple specifiers 122

Narrative Inversion 28, 349
embedded 29
narrow scope reading 86
narrative V I, see Narrative Inversion
-na-verbs alternating with transitives 297, 298
negation (see also sentence adverbs)
affecting the selection of mood 404
constituent negation 324
ekki as a discourse particle 81
fronting of 343
as a head or a maximal projection 80
modified 81
scope over the whole sentence 324
Negation Phrase (NegP) 80
negative Object Shift, see Negative Scrambling
negative polarity item 54, 83, 129
negative prepositional phrases 35
Negative Scrambling (see also quantifiers, Object Shift) 75, 82, 83, 379, 387
as movement to SpecNegP 84
obligatory 83
and Scrambling in West Germanic 36
New Impersonal, see New Passive
new information (see also discourse, focus, old information, topic) 32, 393
and Object Shift 34, 76, 166
New Passive (see also expletive constructions, passive) 246, 250, 270, 273
and agentive PP 279
as active 277
and binding of anaphors 279
dialect, properties of 275
and object case of the overt NP 278
and obligatory reflexive 280
as passive 277, 278
and passive morphology of the verb 278
and position of the overt NP 279
and preservation of object case 274, 275
and subject-oriented participial adjuncts 280
and thematic restrictions on passive 282
two hypotheses about 277, 278, 282
and underspecified reflexives 501
and understood thematic subject controller 281
no-clause-initial-V condition 387
no-subject-gap condition 387
nominative (see also agreement, case, marking, case patterns, grammatical relations, thematic roles, passive, nominative with infinitive)
on agreeing predicate NPs 157
on appellatives 156
assigned to the highest available argument 291
ban on two nominative arguments 291
as default case 157
on left dislocated NPs 156
NA pattern default 171
NAA pattern 178
NAD pattern 174, 220
NAG pattern 176, 220, 229
ND pattern 171
NDA pattern 173, 228, 290
NDD pattern 177
NDG pattern 176
NG pattern 171
Nominative Island Constraint (NIC) 446
object verbs and passive 249
object-st-verbs and passive 259
objects in the active 156
objects and agreement 172
objects and [+ human] 235
objects of middles 290
objects in the passive 153
objects and structural case 186
objects and Object Shift 65, 166
not reserved for subjects 157
as structural case for subjects 182
subject experiencer 202
subject goal 202
subject in double object constructions 216
subject with infinitival complements 440
subject source 202
subject theme 201
subjects of change of state verbs 207
subjects of ‘frighten’-verbs as causers or effectors 252
subjects, thematic roles of 201
Substitution 225
nominative with infinitive (NcI, see also accusative with infinitive, infinitival complements) 415, 457
and argument selection 441
embedded under an ECM predicate 441
with middle of sensory verbs 440
as nominative object 441
with raising verbs 440
non-argument positions (A’-positions) 49
non-expletive empty elements (see also null subjects, pro-drop, ellipsis, non-overt elements) 475
non-factive verbs 397
non-finite verb forms 9, 370
non-nominative subject (see also accusative, case, case marking, case patterns, dative, genitive, grammatical relations, oblique subject, subject, thematic role) in Faroese 222
never agent 202
non-overt elements (see also ellipsis, null objects, null pronouns, null subjects, null topic, pro-drop)
pronouns 501
subjects of infinitives and agreement 416
subjects of infinitives and case 416, 417
non-restrictive reading of (definite) adjectives 116
non-specific reading 86
NPOS, see (full NP) Object Shift
null expletives (see also null objects, null pronouns, null subjects, null topics) 354
in AcI 481, 482
in Extrapolation 481
in Faroese 335
not possible in MSc 336
in true expletive constructions 482
in weather constructions 481
null objects (see also null expletives, null pronouns, null subjects, null topics) 479, 480
as antecedents 479
depending on null subjects 480
null pronouns (see also null expletives, null objects, null subjects, null topics) 501
and agreement 503
as antecedents 503
in coordinate structures 502
in conversation 503
non-expletive 502
as null topics 502
in postcard style 503
and syntactic relevance 503
null subjects (see also ellipsis, null expletives, null objects, null pronouns, null topics, pro-drop) in answers 478
in coordinated clauses 476
and coreference with NPs in PPs 504
and coreference with objects 504
and coreference with subjects 504
in diary style 477
not in embedded clauses 503
in exclamations 478
in postcard style 477
in stage directions 478
in telegram style 477
null theme, see null topic
null topics 502
number 2
number agreement and functional projections 236
number phrase (NumP) 100, 102, 246
numeral at the end of the extended NP 102

object (see also case, direct object, double objects, grammatical relations, indirect object, thematic roles)
accusative as experiencer 209
accusative as goal 209
agreement and functional structure 246
agreement in the passive 136
and secondary predicate 211
antecedents and LDRs 148
basic position 17
basic position of a shifted object 31
coreferential with a clause mate non-reflexive 148
dative preserves case in passive 151
expletive 309
indirect typically passivizes 152
movement to an empty subject position in causatives 454
in the New Passive 277, 278
nominative has object properties 166
nominative triggers agreement 157
and passive 151, 152
position 24, 69
position of negative object 34
properties of adverbial NPs 207
theme accusative 213
theme dative 213
Object Inversion, see inversion of objects
Object Shift (see also Negative Scrambling) 6, 32, 64, 455
in Acl complements 439
and adjacency 74
not of adverbal NPs 97
and adverbal scope 78
as an A-movement 74
applies to verbal objects only 64, 155
and case in Faroese 67
and conjunction of pronouns 66, 71
in control infinitives 421
correlation with Passive 74
and different readings 78, 79
not of direct object across indirect 65
and discourse topics 76
in double object constructions 138
of full NPs 23, 32
of full NPs in Norwegian 70
and functional approach 77
incompatible with new information 33
incompatible with focus 33
not of indefinite NPs 32
and indefinite objects 75
not of indefinite pronouns 75
irrelevance of morphological case 34
and lexical case 66
and licensing of verbal arguments 198
limited to pronouns in MSc 66
long 68, 71, 73
long pronominal restricted 72
and modification of pronouns 66, 71
morphological case irrelevant 65
as movement at LF 77
as movement to SpecAgrOP 69, 84, 197
and negative objects 35
and new information 34, 76, 166
obligatory of unstressed pronouns in Icelandic 32
not in Old Icelandic? 68
and old information 33
and Optimality Theory 77
and optionality 79, 143
and particle constructions 74
and Particle Shift 34, 140, 141
and path NPs 210
and phonological (morphological) visibility 74
as a phonological rule (PF rule) 73
not of PPs 33
not of PP objects 33
pronominal 32
pronominal as cliticization to main verb 70
and quantified objects 76
and rich case morphology 66, 67
and rich syntactic structure 68
and semantic relevance 33
and specificity 33, 75, 76
and stress 32, 66, 71, 75
and strong reading 78, 79
across subject 69
and weak reading 78, 79
oblique case as non-nominative 192
oblique non-argumental NPs 178
oblique subject (see also case, grammatical relations, subjects, thematic roles)
as antecedent for LDR 164
in all clause types 165
and definiteness 163
embedded under an AcI verb 164
in Germanic languages 158
not intervening with extraction 165
and inversion with verb 162
licensing subject ellipsis 164
as a local antecedent 163
non-overt (PRO) 164
structural properties of 161
thematically determined 189
types of 158
undergoing subject ellipsis 164
no verb agreement 166
and word order 161
old information (see also discourse, focus, new information, topic) 393
and Object Shift 33
and Particle Shift 144
omission of infinitival að (see also complementizer deletion) 434
operations changing grammatical role 182
operators in SpecCP 328
Optimality Theory and Object Shift 77
optionality
and Object Shift 79, 143
and Particle Shift 143
order of object and infinitive in causative constructions 454
OSV not in Icelandic 342
overt expletive (see also expletive)
clause-initial only 312
not restricted by clause type 313, 325
partial agreement between verb and nominative object 235
participial phrase 75
particle (see also passive, perfect, supine)
agreement with nominative subject in the passive 232
inflection of in passive 9
inflection of past 9
past 9
present 9
of -st-verbs 285
particle constructions (see also Particle Shift, particle verbs, particles) 139
biclausal analysis of 145
feature checking in 145
and Object Shift 74
and passive 74
as small clauses 142

Particle Shift (see also particle constructions, particle verbs, particles) 34
acceptability of NP-particle order 143
influence of discourse phenomena 143
influence of heaviness 143
and Object Shift 34
and old information 144
and optionality 143
and stress 143
particle verbs (see also particle constructions, Particle Shift, particles) 96, 264
and constituencethood 264
and passive 265
and unstressed pronouns 265
particles (see also particle constructions, Particle Shift, particle verbs)
and clausal complements 97
discourse 39
and fronting 343
as heads 370
homophonous with adverbs 370
modal 39
and prepositional complements 97
and prepositions 145
and sentence adverbs 96
verbal 391
passive (see also case, case preservation, impersonal passive, middle, New Passive, -s-passive, thematic roles) 10
and AcI 437
in AcI constructions 158
agent in 10
and agentive -st-verbs 259
agreement in 10
as having anonymous agent 289
and case preservation 185, 193, 249, 302, 303, 305
different from unaccusatives 190
of direct object of ditransitive -st-verbs 291
of double object constructions 134, 135, 136, 304
easier with agents than inanimate effectors 250
and experiencer subject verbs 253, 254, 255, 256
and general statements 253
and goal subject verbs 256
'half passive' 278
impersonal 154
and lexical morphological case 193
passive (cont.)
meaning of Faroese -st-verbs 301
meaning of -st-verbs 10, 287
in a modal construction 255
and nominative object verbs ending
in -st 259
and nominative objects 258
and non-agreeing participle 134
and non-nominate subjects 257, 258
and particle verbs 265
and path NPs 210
not of perception verbs with experiencer
subjects 292
as promotion of first object 134, 136
and supine 134
thematic restrictions on 249, 257,
261, 262
passivization, see passive
path (see also case, thematic roles) 212
as accusative NP 209, 210
patient (see also case, grammatical relations,
object, subject, thematic roles) 199
as accusative object 209
as affected object 213
as dative subject 205
definition of 200
patient-instrument pattern 221
as a thematic role 193
perceiver (see also case, experiencer,
grammatical relations, subject, thematic
roles)
as accusative subject 203
definition of 200
percolation
blocked by case assigners (within the
extended NP) 122
of features 123
principle (within the extended NP) 122
perfect (see also auxiliary verbs, supine) 11
adjectival reading 12
event reading 12
existential reading 12
inferential reading 12
in the passive 244
perfective hafa and modal geta 422
perfect-like construction with vera
búinn ad 12
resultative reading 12, 13
verbal reading with ‘have’ 12
person (see also agreement, number)
agreement and functional projections 236
PersP 246
third person as no person 236
phi-features 500
pied piping (see also preposition stranding,
stranding)
of NP-elements in indirect questions 408
of prepositions in wh-clauses 407
sometimes obligatory 345
point of view (see also long-distance reflexives,
logophoric pronouns) 488
and factive verbs 489
of the subject 467
positional schema (Diderichsen’s) 19
possessives (see also extended NP)
constructions 90, 92
contrastive version 90, 93, 120
dative 95
default order 90
default with proprial article 91
dialectal variant 95
and free-standing article 470, 471
NP antecedents of reflexives 470, 471
NP and medium distance reflexives 494
phrase (PossP) 120
preposition in Icelandic 95
pronominal genitive 119
pronoun 89, 93, 117, 119
reflexive 484
right adjoined 118
postcard style (see also null pronouns)
477, 503
predicative constructions
agreement with nominative
subject 232
embedded under Acl verbs 157
predicate phrase (PredP) 145
predicative adjectives as
heads 380
predicative adjectives as maximal
projections 380
predicative NPs non-referential 169
predicates (see also verbs)
describing animal sounds 294
describing bodily processes 294
describing volitional acts 294
having to do with sensory
stimuli 293
taking indicative or subjunctive 397
predictable case (see also case, case marking, structural case, thematic case) and acquisition 215 and linguistic change 215 preposing (see also fronting, Stylistic Fronting, Topicalization, verb movement) preposed non-subjects interfere with extraction 150 preposed object does not invert with verb 147 preposing of non-subject 147 preposition stranding (see also doubling of prepositions, pied piping) 154, 264, 345 prepositional argument 139 argument alternating with a case marked argument 171 argument replacing a case marked one 227, 228 argument substituting for a case marked one 175, 177, 178 control verbs 411 objects do not passivize 153, 250, 262, 263, 264 phrase in focus position 360 phrases in possessive constructions 94 phrases alternating with instrumental datives 179 present tense as a default non-past 15 presupposition (see also factive verbs, indicative) speaker’s 397, 400 of the truth of complements of factive verbs 397 primary linguistic data (PLD) 276 PRO, see infinitival subject pro-drop (see also null expletives, null pronouns, null subjects, null topics) not possible in embedded clauses 475 pro-drop language 475, 501 Procrastinate principle 77, 79 progressive aspect 13 progressive-like interpretation of vera + present participle 14 pronominal (conventional sense) copy 358, 368 element carrying case 432 Object Shift 32, 68, 70, 71, 417 subjects left out 476 pronominal (BT sense) binding properties determined by reflexives 499, 500 definition of 483 pronouns (see also pronouns and binding) modified 120 possessive 89, 117 unstratified and reduced 5, 6, 7 pronouns and binding (see also anaphor, binding, pronominal, reciprocals, reflexives) argumental 495, 497 backwards pronominalization 30 corresponding pronoun, notion of 500 in infinitival complements in Icelandic and MSc 486, 487 non-argumental 495, 497 with object antecedents 463 referentially independent 495, 496 and reflexives, interdependency of 461, 497, 497, 500 types of redefined 492, 494 underspecified 501 proprial article 91, 95, 410 pseudo-clefts 359 pseudo-passive 262, 263, 264 psych verbs and passive 253, 254 of dual nature 261, 262 quantifiers (see also associate of the expletive, extended NP, floating quantifiers, subject positions) 18, 455 agreement of 107, 124, 125, 131 float 124 phrase (QP) 100 preceding possessives 119 quantificational interpretation and word order 77 Scrambling 84 at the top of the extended NP 124 universal 126 quasi argument 309, 480 quirky case (see also idiosyncratic case, inherent case, lexical case, thematic roles) 181 and Object Shift 66 R-expression (see also anaphor, binding, pronominal (BT sense)) definition of 483
Index of subjects

raising (see also infinitival complements, infinitives, NCIs) constructions 440, 441 infinitives 413, 440 Real Minimalist Principle 48 recipient (see also case, grammatical relations, indirect object, object, subject, thematic roles) 221 definition of 200 as indirect object 218, 230 reciprocals (see also anaphor, binding, pronominal, pronouns and binding, reflexives) as anaphors 492 and binding theory of Reinhart and Reuland 497 locally bound 472 reciprocal reading of middle verbs 283 reciprocal -st-verbs 287, 301 unbound 491, 497 referential independence of pronouns 495, 496 referential reading 468 það 366 reflexives (see also anaphor, binding, reciprocals, long-distance reflexives, logophoric pronouns, point of view, pronominal, pronouns and binding) 4 acquisition of 498 with arbitrary reference 419 argumental 495 as benefactives 219 bound variable reading of 468 case restrictions on 463 clause bounded and bound 463, 465, 470, 471, 493 complex 4, 464, 485 complex, as anaphors 492, 495 complex, emphatic 464, 491 complex, and focus anaphor 491 complex, inflection of 464 complex, and inherently reflexive verbs 464 complex, locally bound 472, 488 complex, long distance 490 complex vs. simple and economy 498 complex, use of 464 counterpart, notion of 500 no deictic reference 465 and feature specification 491 not in 1st and 2nd person 462 no gender and number differences 462 in generic constructions 490 and ‘give’-verbs 464, 473 idioms 464 in impersonal context 501 in infinitival complements 418, 473, 474, 485, 486 as logophors 488, 489 long distance 465, 466 medium distance 493 no nominative form 462 non-argumental 495 as non-arguments 464 with non-nominative subject antecedents 463 with object antecedents 463 possessive 462, 484 predicates/verbs 495, 498 and pronouns, interdependency of 496, 499, 500 reading of middle verbs/-st-verbs 283, 287, 301 referential reading of 468 reflexive-marked predicates 498 and ‘shave’-verbs 464, 473 simple vs. complex 492 types of, redefined 494 underspecified 501 registry of present discourse 393 relational case (see also case, structural case) 182 Relational Grammar 186 and unaccusatives 293 relational terms and article (see also kinship terms) 90 relative (see also relative clauses) complementizers 5, 406 pronouns 5, 406, 407 relative clauses (see also relative) 406 and expletive 375 as extraction islands 350 gaps in 409 restrictive and non-restrictive 5 word order in 44, 62 remnant movement analysis 368 restrictive reading of NPs 89 resultative reading of participles 10, 243 result state 11 reverse agreement 233 (see also agreement) rich morphology and agreement 481
Index of subjects

and ellipsis 477
and pro-drop 502
and relatively free word order 21
rich verbal morphology, definitions of 61
of the subjunctive 395
and V-to-I movement 58, 60
Right Dislocation 363, 367
Right Node Raising 363
rightward movement overview 361, 363
Role and Reference Grammar 199
root sense of modal verbs (see also epistemic, modal) 421
and case opacity 426
and thematic subject role 425
Scrambling (see also Negative Scrambling, quantifiers) 34, 64, 84
secondary predicates 217
and accusative objects 211
agreeing with object 157
selection of mood 397, 404
selectional restrictions
between subject and main verb 55, 57
in the extended NP 101
semantic feature FATE 191
semi-factive verbs 397
semi-pro-drop language (see also pro-drop) 475
sensory verbs 398
sentence adverbs (see also adverbs) 18
adjointed to IP 451
adjointed to VP 84
and particles 96
sentence schema (Diderichsen’s) 19
sequence of tenses 395, 396
’shave’-verbs and reflexives 464, 473
shift of light locative adverbs 67
Shortest Move (see also Minimal Link Condition, minimality effects) 73, 373
and fronting of heads 382
and fronting of maximal projections 383, 384
insensitive to constituent type 385
and movement of VP-constituents 385
and Stylistic Fronting 382, 384
sibling condition 186, 187, 192
single case approach 195
small clauses (see also infinitival complements, infinitives)
without a copula 458
without an infinitive 442
and particle constructions 145
source (see also case, thematic roles, subject, object, indirect object, grammatical relations) 220
as indirect object 220
as nominative subject 202
definition of 200
SOV not in Modern Icelandic 252
-x-passive 306
and elimination of agent 306
and middle 306
speaker’s presupposition (see also presupposition, factive verbs) 397, 400
specifier (see also SpecAgrOP, SpecAgrSP, SpecCP, SpecIP, SpecNegP, SpecTP, SpecVP)
position 18
specifier adjunct distinction 87
SpecAgrOP 69, 197, 316
as an A-position 84
as an object position 197
and pronominal OS in MSc 70
SpecAgrSP 48
as an argument position 50
as a subject position 53
SpecCP 328
as a non-argument position 50
as a position for fronted constituents 52
SpecIP
as an argument position 50
nature of 24
as a non-argument position 50
SpecNegP 84
as a non-argument position 84
SpecTP 48, 316
as an argument position 50
not in MSc 6.45
SpecVP 52
only one in each clause 56
as a subject position 53, 55, 197
Spec-Head agreement (see also agreement) 107, 122, 246
Specificity 33
and word order 77
Split CP analysis 389
split IP (see also unsplit IP) 47, 61
and absence of rich morphology 63
fragile evidence for 63
neither in Icelandic nor in MSc 315
stacked adverbs 70, 313
stage directions (see also null subjects) 478
stage-level predicate 320
Index of subjects

stative verbs 13, 16
stranding, see preposition stranding
strictly intransitive verbs and subject case marking 188, 189
string vacuous movement 380
strong reading (see also associate of the expletive, Object Shift, subject positions, weak reading) 86
and Object Shift 78, 79
and subject positions 86
strong verbs 8
structural case (see also acquisition, case, case marking, idiosyncratic case, inherent case, lexical case, linguistic change, quirky case, relational case, thematic roles) 181
blocking by lexical case 186, 196
as default case 184
replacing lexical case 226, 229
as structurally determined abstract Case 182, 195
as structurally determined morphological case 182, 183, 195
of subjects assigned by the finite verb 184
-st-verbs (see also middle, middle verbs, passive, -s-passive) 283
no A or G subjects 287
and accusative objects 287
and agentive af-phrases 284
alternating with transitives 297
and dative objects 287
and dative subjects 287, 292
and genitive objects 287
inchoative reading of 283, 287
intransitive 287
morphologically deficient 285
nature of the -st-suffix 283, 285
and passive 254, 260, 286
passive reading of 250, 251, 256, 288, 292
of perception 292
and prepositional arguments 287
semantic types of 287
not in stative participial construction 260
syntactic classes of 287
as true middles 288
as unergatives 294
Stylistic Fronting (see also expletive elements, fronting, preposing, Topicalization) 81, 278, 328, 352, 447
and accessibility hierarchy 372
alternating with overt expletive 352, 354
out of aspecualtive complements 433, 434
and boundedness 356
as checking of a D-feature 386
as checking of an EPP feature 387
as checking of a focus feature 388
as checking of a P-feature 386
clause bounded 374
and constraints on frontable elements 332
constituent type and Stylistic Fronting vs. Topicalization 369
out of control infinitives 374, 433, 434
dependent on V-to-I 386
and embedded clauses 356
different assumptions about the nature of 370
different from the expletive 332
and emphasis 356
and expletive það 330, 331
as feature checking 331
and filling of SpecIP 387
and focusing 332, 371, 390
as head movement 331, 368, 372
and heads 368, 371
across infinitival það 433
and infinitives 433
and landing site 385
in main clauses 372
out of modal complements 433, 434
as movement to clause-initial position 331
as movement to a FocusP 385
as movement to a functional projection above IP 385
as movement of heads or maximal projections 368, 379, 381
as movement to the I position 385
as movement of maximal projections 368
as movement to a subject position 330, 353, 354, 378, 385
not in MSc 376
of a participle 330
and relative clauses 352, 356
and semantic effects 388
and stress 332
and subject gap 356, 369
and subjectless verbs 378
and Topicalization 356, 357, 368, 369, 390, 391
and types of moved elements 356
and V-to-I in Faroese 387
| subject gaps (see also expletive, null elements, null subjects, Stylistic Fronting, subject positions) | 147, 271 |
| in Faroese main clauses | 379 |
| and focus feature checking | 388 |
| with a late or no subject | 330 |
| and movement | 381 |
| need to fill | 383 |
| and Stylistic Fronting vs. Topicalization | 369, 386, 388 |
| types of | 330 |
| unfilled | 354 |
| ways of filling | 373, 383, 384 |
| subject positions, empirical evidence for (see also associate of the expletive, logical subject, subject positions, some proposals about) | 314 |
| after the finite verb | 147, 271 |
| after an intransitive or passive main verb | 271 |
| after a locative phrase | 272 |
| and agreement in MSc | 245 |
| alternative positions | 20, 27, 52 |
| available in ISc and MSc | 20, 54, 313, 340 |
| basic 17 |  |
| not between a non-finite auxiliary and a non-finite verb | 56, 271 |
| canonical 314 |  |
| of definite and indefinite subjects (quantified) | 53 |
| and heaviness | 272 |
| higher intermediate | 314, 316 |
| of indefinite subjects in expletive constructions | 147 |
| not interfering with extraction | 150 |
| lower intermediate position | 314, 315, 317 |
| lower position | 317 |
| of modified indefinite | 318 |
| of plain definite | 318, 319 |
| and quantification | 272 |
| in subject-verb inversion | 7 |
| of universally quantified subject | 318 |
| subject positions, some proposals about (see also subject positions, empirical evidence for) |  |
| ambiguous in Icelandic main clauses | 25, 314 |
| dedicated 24, 50 |  |
| in SpecAgrSP | 53, 314, 315 |
| in SpecCP | 46, 314 |
| in SpecIP | 46, 314, 315 |
| in SpecTP | 314, 315, 316, 317 |
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subject positions (cont.)
in SpecVP 18, 19, 47, 53, 55, 314, 315, 317
Subject-to-Object Raising 149, 158, 182, 437, 454, 456
Subject-to-Subject Raising 457
in topic position 314
in VP-complement position 314, 316, 317

subjunctive (see also indicative, long-distance reflexives, point of view) 8, 22, 30, 394
in adjunct clauses 404
in ætli-initial clauses 329
in complements of epistemic non-factive verbs 397
in complements of true-factive verbs 399
in concessive clauses 404
and conditional clauses 405, 406
counterfactual 471
the domino effect (spreading) and reflexives 399, 462, 468
and hypothetical situation 405
in indirect speech context 398
irrealis 396

morphology 395
and negation 400, 401, 404
and person 400, 401, 402
required by nema ‘unless’ 404
selected by certain subordinating conjunctions 404
selected by final complementizers 406
subjunctive/indicative alternation 397
and tense 400, 401, 402

supine (see also participle, perfect) 9, 11, 243
with control verbs in Faroese 459
different from participle 260
with a modal verb 422
syntactic heads not topicalized 345
syntactic variation and morphological differences 247

telegram style 477
temporal clause word order 62
tense 8
agreement 395
marking 59
phrase (TP) 47, 48
tensed clause as a binding domain 493
that-trace filter, see that-trace phenomenon 351, 381, 446

thematic case (see also case, case marking, lexical case) 181

thematic roles (see also case, case marking, case patterns, grammatical relations, indirect object, object, subject)
of active object and passive subject 193
not assigned by auxiliary 55
assigned by main verb 55
of dative direct objects 212
definitions of 199
of direct object 222
feature-based approach to 199
and Fillmore’s case 198
hierarchy of 199
of indirect objects 218
of subjects 206
of subjects in New Passive 277
theme (see also case, grammatical relations, object, subject, thematic roles, theme in discourse) 168, 199
as accusative object 209, 227
as accusative subject 203, 224, 268
as dative object 211, 212, 213
as dative subject 205
definition of 200
as nominative subject 201
subjects with double object verbs 216
theme in discourse (see also topic) 342, 357
‘there’-expletive (see also expletive elements, true expletives, ‘it’-expletive) 309, 480, 482

topic (see also theme in discourse) 342, 357, 367
definition of 393
and foregrounding 314
and subject ellipsis 393
topic prominent languages 391, 392, 393

Topicalization (see also fronting, preposing, Stylistic Fronting) 34, 41, 82, 342
and binding relations 128
and boundedness 356
and constraints on frontable elements 332
not in control infinitives 452
embedded 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 352, 356
and emphasis 356
of formally indefinite specific NPs 392
out of infinitival complements 374, 435
landing site of 23
of modifying adverbs 108
as movement of maximal projections 368, 369, 370, 372
as movement to SpecCP 41, 328
of particles and non-finite forms of verbs 370
and preposition stranding 264
of quantifiers 127
and Stylistic Fronting 368, 369
vs. Stylistic Fronting 356, 357, 368, 390, 391
and subject gap 356, 369
and types of moved elements 356
as a way of filling a subject gap 384
Tough Movement 431
TP (see also split IP) 47, 48
transitive expletive (see also expletive constructions) 52
not in MSc 20, 23, 336
transitivity (see also case, case marking)
transitive experiencer subject verbs 253
transitive/intransitive pairs 190, 207, 287, 288
transitive verbs 495
transparency of aspectual verbs 429
true expletives 309, 480, 482
true-factive verbs 399
true middles 283, 288
unaccusatives (see also ergative, passive, unergative) 47, 250, 251, 293
and case preservation 189, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300
definition of 250
different from passives 190
and expletives 310
and forces of nature 297
and Government Binding 293
Hypothesis 293
and impersonal passive 267, 307
likely candidates for unaccusativity 293
and passive 293, 295
passive-like meaning of 250, 251
and position of logical subject 26
possible derivation 296
and Relational Grammar 293
and semantics 190
and subject-oriented participial adjuncts 281
without transitive counterparts 297
unaccusative vs. ergative ‘fall’ 266
unexpected 191
and volition 268
unbound (see also binding, bound, free)
long-distance reflexives 487, 491, 493
unbound reciprocals 491, 497
undergoer (see also actor, macrorole, Role and Reference Grammar) 168, 199
underspecified pronouns 501
unergative (see also ergative, unaccusatives) definition of 250
and expletives 310
-st-verbs 294
unergative vs. ergative ‘fall’ 266
verbs 250, 293, 294
ungoverned position 483
Uniformity Principle 247
universal quantifier (see also quantifiers) 126
and personal pronouns 126
unsplit IP (see also split IP) 61
V'-complement of auxiliaries 57
V1 (verb first, see also Narrative Inversion, verb movement)
in clauses without a complementizer 30
in direct questions 146
exclamatives 81
phenomenon 28
verb-subject orders 6
V2 (verb second, see also verb movement)
languages 40
phenomenon 22, 25, 41, 147
V3 (verb third)
adverbs 343
phenomenon 53
V-to-I (see also V2, verb movement) 58
and distinction of 1st and 2nd person
in Faroese 63
morphological evidence for 62
in Old Norse 58
and poor verbal morphology 63
and rich verbal morphology 59, 60, 64
and simplified verbal inflection 58
syntactic evidence for 62
as V-to-AgrS 58
optional 61
verb agreement (see also agreement)
with coordinated subjects 232
with nominative object 232, 234
with a predicate NP 232, 234
verb first, see V1
verb movement (see also infinitival complements, V-to-I, V1, V2)
in aspectual infinitives 430
in control infinitives 421
of the finite verb to C 30, 31, 41
in infinitives 451, 452
in the NcI construction 443
through a neutral I 452
verb second, see V2
verb-subject orders, see V1
verb third, see V3
verbs (see also case, case marking, thematic roles, V1, V2, V3, V-to-I, verb movement)
of acquisition 218
agentive likely to passivize 151
not allowing impersonal passive 267
of believing 395, 396, 398, 468, 469, 472
of bodily sensation 203, 204
of cooking 218
of creation 218
denoting change of state 207
of emotion 203, 204
of filling 221
of greeting 227
of helping 226, 227
intransitive motion 10, 11, 207
of inviting 227
of loading 221
non-agentive and passive 151
of ordering 226
of perception 203, 204, 292
position in embedded clauses 25
of praising 226
of saying 395, 396, 397, 398, 468, 469, 472
of selection 218
of sending 231
of spraying 221
taking accusative or dative subjects in Faroese 223
taking accusative object themes 213
taking dative experiencer subjects or objects 214
taking dative object themes 213
taking dative objects 226, 227
taking nominative objects and passive 249
of thanking 226, 227
of thinking 203, 204
of wanting 397
of welcoming 226
verum focus (see also focus) 390
VP-coordination (see also ellipsis) 476, 477, 480
VP-internal subject hypothesis 18, 197
VP-shell 57, 129
weak reading (see also associate of the expletive Object Shift, strong reading, subject positions) 86
and Object Shift 78, 79
and subject positions 86
weak verbs 8
weather expressions (see also expletive constructions, expletive elements) 311, 481
wh-clauses (see also hv-clauses) 407
wh-clefts 359, 360
wh-complements of semi-factive verbs 402
wh-movement (see also fronting, Topicalization) 350
word order (see also associate of the expletive, fronting, logical subject, movement, Stylistic Fronting, Topicalization, verb movement)
in bridge verb complements 41
default in the NP 88
in embedded clauses 43, 62
free 342
in main clauses as evidence for CP recursion 42
X'-schema 100
það (see also expletive constructions, expletive elements)
ambiguous in Extraposition context 311
modified by a clause 482
það-cleft 392
það-relative 392
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Chinese
  case 196
  reflexives 492

Danish
  case
    default 185
  complementizers
    complementizer deletion 444, 446, 447
    extra elements in complementizer position 448
  expletives (see also passive, expletive; passive, impersonal; word order and movement, NP-positions)
    null 336
    transitive 20, 336
  infinitives
  NP/DP structure
    adjectives 112, 116
    article and definiteness 110, 111, 112, 113, 115
    gender agreement 245
    possessives 93, 121
    passive
      and double objects 137
      expletive 308
      impersonal 307, 308
      -s-passive 306
  pronouns, reflexives and binding
    binding in infinitival complements 485, 486
    complex reflexives 485
    long-distance reflexives 487
  object antecedent 129
  possessive reflexive 485
  reflexives 484
  word order and movement
    causatives 454
    CP-recursion 42
    embedded 20, 41, 43
    NP positions 51, 338
    Object Shift 20, 24, 66, 71
    Particle Shift 142
    Stylistic Fronting 377
    V-to-I 58, 63

Dutch
  embedded word order 41
  Scrambling 34, 64, 83, 84
  that-trace effect 447

English
  case
    default 157, 185
  complementizers and finite clausal complements
    clausal complements of prepositions 431, 432
    complement clauses 402
    complementizer deletion 351
    restrictive relatives 407
    that-trace filter 351, 446
  expletives (see also word order and movement, NP-positions)
    transitive expletive 315
  focusing
    clefts 359
  infinitives and (other) non-finite complements
    accusative with infinitive and constituenthood 455
    complements of causative and sensory verbs 437
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English (cont.)</th>
<th>Faroese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gerund 432, 437</td>
<td>agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitival marker 451</td>
<td>of finite verb 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking of modals 458</td>
<td>with nominative object 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessive preposition 94</td>
<td>auxiliary constructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessives in wh-clauses 408</td>
<td>‘have/be’ alternation 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quantifiers 126</td>
<td>perfect in the passive 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null elements</td>
<td>case (see also thematic roles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and ambiguous verbal forms 477</td>
<td>accusative and nominative 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stage directions 478</td>
<td>accusative object 226, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passives and middles</td>
<td>change from lexical to structural 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by-phrases 257, 282</td>
<td>changes in case-marking patterns 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impersonal passive 267</td>
<td>dative indirect object goals 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passive 292</td>
<td>DA pattern and passive 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepositional passive 153</td>
<td>dative objects 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thematic restrictions 249, 257</td>
<td>dative object theme 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pronouns, reflexives and binding</td>
<td>default 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backwards pronominalization 30</td>
<td>DN case frame 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binding in infinitival complements 474</td>
<td>genitive objects 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inherently reflexive verbs 495</td>
<td>hierarchy of structural cases 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-distance reflexives 465</td>
<td>NDA pattern 228, 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal pronouns 499, 500</td>
<td>nominative objects 137, 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessives 462</td>
<td>non-nominative subjects 137, 187, 222, 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>types of reflexive pronouns 462</td>
<td>PP replacing genitive object 227, 242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thematic roles (see also passives and middles)</td>
<td>and predicative adjectives 226, 243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative Shift 174</td>
<td>preservation 185, 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prepositional recipient 178</td>
<td>weak 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word order and movement</td>
<td>complementizers and finite clausal complements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative Shift 174</td>
<td>complementizer deletion 444, 445, 447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fronting of negation 82</td>
<td>extra elements in complementizer position 449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP-positions 47, 51, 315, 338</td>
<td>that-trace effect 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Shift 34, 140, 143</td>
<td>expletives (see also passive and middle, expletive; passive and middle, impersonal; word order and movement, NP-positions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preposition stranding 345</td>
<td>expletive passive 308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that-trace effect 351, 446</td>
<td>non-initial 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that-trace filter 351</td>
<td>null expletive 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verb movement 27</td>
<td>positions of the associate 338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes/no questions 28</td>
<td>transitive expletive 334, 335, 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitives and (other) non-finite complements</td>
<td>types of expletive constructions 334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative with infinitive 453</td>
<td>unergatives 339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complements of sensory and causative verbs 453</td>
<td>infinitival marker 450, 451, 457, 458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nominative with infinitive 398, 457</td>
<td>nominative with infinitive 398, 457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supine complements of modals 459</td>
<td>supine with control verbs 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supine with control verbs 459</td>
<td>NP/DP structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default possessive construction 121</td>
<td>definite nouns 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free-standing article 121</td>
<td>possessive preposition 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null elements</td>
<td>filling of subject gaps 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null expletive 335</td>
<td>passive and middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passive and middle</td>
<td>case preservation 185, 305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and double objects 136, 304, 305
expletive 308
impersonal 307, 308
perfect in the passive 244
-st-verbs 301
pronouns, reflexives and binding
binding in infinitival complements 486
complex reflexive 492
long-distance reflexives 487, 488, 490, 493
possessive reflexive 485
thematic roles (see also case)
accusative theme subjects 224
benefactive 230, 231
dative indirect object goals 230
dative object theme 227
word order and movement
in causative constructions 454
default 43
embedded 27
filling of subject gaps 379
NP-positions 51, 338, 450
Object Shift 67, 198
Particle Shift 142
Stylistic Fronting 377, 379, 380, 386, 387, 447, 448
that-trace effect 446
V-to-I 60, 63
and verbal morphology 61

French
quantifiers 126
verb movement in infinitives 452

German
case
dative objects 171
expletives
transitive expletives 333
moods
subjunctive 472
NP/DP structure
proprial article 91
null elements
subject ellipsis 478
passive
and double object constructions 136
thematic roles
benefactives 220
word order
embedded word order 41
Scrambling 34, 64, 83, 84

Hallingmål
verbal morphology and word order 59

Hungarian
focus projections 391

Inner Reykjavík dialect
New Passive 275

Italian
impersonal passive 267
pro-drop 475
simple vs. complex reflexives 492

Kronoby dialect
V-to-I movement 60

Latin
accusative with infinitive 437
subjunctive 472
word order 341

Middle Danish
Stylistic Fronting 377

Middle Norwegian
Object Shift 68

Middle Swedish
verbal morphology and word order 59, 61

Nez Perce
nominative objects 187

Northern Norwegian
proprial article 91
word order 61

Northern Swedish
default possessive construction 121

Norwegian
agreement
in expletive constructions 245 (nynorsk);
gender agreement 245 (bokmål and nynorsk)
complementizers and finite clausal complements
complementizer deletion 444, 445, 446, 447
extra elements in complementizer position 448
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian (cont.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that-trace effect 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expletives (see also passive, impersonal; word order and movement, NP-positions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null expletive 336 (bokmål and nynorsk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitives and (other) non-finite complements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infinitival marker 450, 451, 457, 458 with sensory and causative verbs 453 stacked modals 459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP/DP structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-head 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessive constructions 93, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixed article 110, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impersonal 307 (nynorsk); -s-passive 306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pronouns, reflexives and binding in infinitival complements 486 long-distance reflexives 490 object antecedent 129 reflexives in generic constructions 490 unbound complex reflexive 491 unbound reciprocal 491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word order and movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverb projections 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hva-for-extraction 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Scrambling 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP-positions 51, 338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Shift 66, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>order of elements in causative constructions 454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Shift 142, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic Fronting 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that-trace effect 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verbal inflection and V-to-I 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Danish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic Fronting 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative Substitution 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Icelandic (Old Norse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case-marking patterns 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constituent splitting 348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>embedded imperatives 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive complements of adjectives 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-distance reflexives 467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>middle verbs 5.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>null elements 393, 503, 504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Shift 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>passive of 'see' 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-to-I 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Norse, see Old Icelandic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Norwegian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative Substitution 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative Substitution 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rich verbal inflection 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older Icelandic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long pronominal object shift 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic Fronting 377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pro-drop 475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skellefteå dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suffixed article 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double definiteness 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possessive reflexive/pronoun 485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwestern Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double definiteness 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pro-drop 475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender agreement 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default case 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complementizers and finite clausal complements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complementizer deletion 444, 445, 447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extra elements in complementizer position 448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that-trace effect 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expletives (see also passive and middles, impersonal passive)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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agreement and expletives 245
null expletive 336
transitive 336
infinitive and (other) non-finite complements
accusative with infinitive 453, 455
control infinitives 452
infinitival marker 450, 451, 457, 458
with sensory and causative verbs 453
stacked modals 459
NP/DP structure
definite nouns 114
double definiteness 114
free-standing article 114
modified definite NPs 116
possessive phrases 93, 107, 121
null elements
elliptical exclamations 479
null expletive 336
passive and middles
absolute reading of -s-verbs 307
and double object constructions 137
impersonal passive 307
-s-passive 306
pronouns, reflexives and binding

binding in infinitival complements 486
thematic relations
benefactive 231
word order and movement
fronting of negation 82
Object Shift 66, 71, 73
order of elements in causative constructions 454
Particle Shift 74, 142
shift of unstressed där 35
Stylistic Fronting 377
that-trace effect 446
verbal inflection and V-to-I 58

Tromsø dialect
V-to-I movement 60

West Norwegian
participle agreement 246

Yiddish
CP-recursion 50
embedded word order 27, 41, 43, 45
SpecIP as a non-argument position 50
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